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Lots of Amiga Inc. announcements this month, including news on an
Amithlon licencing deal and the new “Amiga Club” 50.00 US dollar free Tshirt voucher offer. If you’re that keen to have an AmigaOne/OS4 then you
can reserve yourself one with a voucher.for $50.00 US dollars.
Amiga Inc. had such a huge number of hits on the OS4 pre-production
pictures they are unsure of how many AmigaOne’s to build and as website
hits in no way relates to actual sales, they have decided to offer a voucher
with a free T-Shirt to give them a better idea on how many A1’s will be
needed. So if you want first choice, hop on over to www.amiga.com and buy
yourself a voucher or if you’d like to do the deal locally head to
www.anythingamiga.com for details. The offer is limited so hurry :-)
Tony Mulvihill

Membership Renewals
This month membership renewals
will have arrived with your issue of
Workbench. Please don’t delay
sending them in together with your
remittance. It’s your membership that
allows us to plan for the future and
develop the group further.
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Disclaimer
The views expressed in the
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newsletter Workbench are
those of the authors and do
not necessarily represent
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Last Months Meeting
June 16th 2002

Comdex IT EXPO

We were intending to take a joint
Amiga User Groups stand under the
Amiga Downunder User Group
banner but unfortunately I’ve just
been informed there will be no
Comdex IT EXPO held in Melbourne
this year. The reason is too many
companies found the outlay not to the
This Months Meeting
value of the benefits. The show will
still run though but has been moved
July 21st 2002
Nothing of any note planned. Perhaps to Sydney where interest is still high.
This follows a world wide trend
we can set up a bit of a network and
towards IT Expos.
get a game of LAN Quake
happening. Or maybe set up an FTP
damon and demonstrate file transfer.
Annual General Meeting
We will soon be holding the AUG
AGM (hows that for TLA (three
Next Months Meeting
letter acronyms)). For the group to
August 18th 2002
advance we need members willing to
More of the latest news, info and
help out. The AGM is where you can
happenings in the world of Amiga.
put your hand up to do just this.
Maybe OS 4.0 will be out too ?
Our Big Auction/Swap Meet !!!
Quite successful it was too. A great
many items changed hands and some
very good bargains were picked up.
AUG also did quite well, adding
quite a bit extra to the groups kitty.
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Bytes & Pieces
Amithlon News
It appears that the unfortunate
past association of Amithlon
with Haage & Partner has
created one more stumbling
block on the way to the
release of Amithlon 2.0.
Thus, it is extremely unlikely
that I can make the planned
release date (was July the
1st). While the delay should
hopefully be very short, I can
not currently make any
definite promises.
Please bear with me for just a
little while longer,
thank you

Bernd Meyer

And now for some better
news. Here is a bit of info on
V2 Amithlon gleaned
anonymously from the
internet.
The sound system in v2 is
totally revamped and uses an
abstraction layer built into the
core. The old sound drivers
are no longer needed, and the
sound drivers are loaded

automatically
when a supported
chipset is
detected.
Because the
actual drivers are Linux
drivers, they are also more
mature than the AmigaOS
ones.
AmigaOS is still presented
with a generic sound driver,
so AHI still works as
expected, as does Frank
Fenn’s ac97mixer program.
I won’t list all the individual
modules, because I don’t
know if that is the final list
and most will not have been
tested with Amithlon yet, but
there are 23 separate modules
in all, so the range of
supported sound cards is
good. The VIA ac97 chipset
and the Soundblaster 128 are
supported as before, as is the
Soundblaster Live! range of
cards. These have been
tested, but it is possible more
cards have been tried and
tested too. I simply don’t
know at this time.
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Mai Logic Inc. And Eyetech
Group Ltd. Partner to
Capture New
AmigaTerritory
Mai Logic Incorporated, a
technology design house of
integrated circuits/systems,
today announced an agreement
with Eyetech Group Ltd. to
distribute the Teron CX and
PX development systems in
Europe, and to distribute
production systems based on
the Teron CX and PX designs
to the Amiga market
worldwide and create a bright
future for Amiga customers

Payback is coming to Windows and Linux!
We hope to get it finished in about two months.
1) The Linux version is for x86. I’ll look into doing versions for
other CPUs, but I can’t promise this.
2) There will be at least one more update for the Amiga version,
although I can’t promise that all the features from the PC version will be included. (For example,
the 16-bit renderer wouldn’t work on AGA.)
3) As stated, the Intent/DE version is for PDAs, the Linux/Windows version is aimed at the
desktop. Intent doesn’t support things like CDDA and hardware acceleration so this is why a
seperate version is being developed.
James Daniels, Apex Designs.
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Executive Update
Bill McEwen July 1, 2002
Greetings to one and all, and a
big thank you to all of you
who have Participated (and to
others out there who will
hopefully participate) in the
promotion. I have some points
I need to clarify and a desire
to, once again, be completely
honest with all of you.
Here we go:
One question that has been
asked of us a lot is “Why are
you doing this promotion?”
This promotion is not about
pre-selling AmigaOnes, nor
pre-selling Amiga OS 4.0. We
are in no way pre-selling these
items. Others have taken your
money in the past, with no
products ever delivered to
customers. We are not doing
that, nor would we EVER do
that. In spite of what some
may think, we have learned
well the lessons of history, and
we do not intend repeating
them. The AmigaOne board
exists in every way that a
motherboard can exist. It has
been shown, it is in use, and is
being used in software and
hardware development. As a
point in fact, I know that once
the news is disseminated
further regarding the show in
France that took place last
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weekend, the largest
majority of you will be
very pleased with the
progress shown in the
development and
deployment of the
AmigaOne, and you
will know that all this
is very “real”.
This promotion is not
about the pre-selling
of AmigaOS 4.0,
either. You have seen
the screen shots, it is
in the hands of
developers, and I am
excited (yes I used the
“e” word, AGAIN, but
hey, I am EXCITED,
as we all are here, and we
have earned the right to be
excited!) about how well this
project is coming along. OS
4.0 will run on other PPC
products besides the
AmigaOne, like the
CyberStorm and Blizzard PPC
accelerator cards. That’s
because you, the members of
The Community, with many
and varied needs, wanted this
support. So we delivered this
legacy support in response to
your expressed desires. OS 4.0
and beyond are providing us
with a new future for the
AmigaOS in many different
traditional hardware
configurations.
So for better clarification, the
AmigaOne is a motherboard
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that will be sold to dealers.
Dealers will then be able to
sell the AmigaOne as is, or
can build a complete system,
or sell you the parts and let
you the end user make it
yourself. AmigaOS 4.0 is not
pre-loaded on the system, but
is sold with the AmigaOne.
With regards to OS 4.0, you
may purchase this product
separately from the
AmigaOne, and it can be
loaded and used on other
Amiga PPC products and
systems and are certified for
OS 4.0.
Whew, I think that I have it
correct now.
With all of that out of the way,
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and I trust better clarification I
want to share with you the real
reason behind the promotion
and why it is so very
important for all of us. Along
with this information we are
making a change that better
reflects what the promotion is
attempting to prove:
We are working daily with
developers, 3rd party services,
investors, dealers, and past
dealers who are looking to
return to the Amiga market.
The one critical question that
is asked of us every day is
“How many Amiga customers
can we look forward to, as a
base for a return on our
investment in the market?”
“We are not interested in
spending money developing
software, only to sell a few
hundred copies. “ These are
quite valid concerns, and we
want to answer them
accurately. These same sort of
questions do apply to the
number of AmigaOnes we will
build and the number of
components that are purchased
to effect that construction. The
dealers must have a
reasonably accurate idea of
how many cases, peripheral
components, even shipping
boxes to purchase, so they can
build AmigaOne
motherboards up into full
desktop solutions for their
customers, and we have some
very large, and I mean huge
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electronic stores who may be
interested in starting to carry
Amiga products again,
if.....and only if we can show
that there is a viable market
for the products. This is
important information we
need to learn here, not only for
ourselves but our network of
partners as well, both our
announced partners and those
waiting in the wings, watching
the Amiga market and the
Amiga Community.
This promotion is far more
than filling some nebulous
coffers: it is about letting the
developers and the world
know that Amiga is a market,
that the Amiga Community is
viable and that it is one that is
most certainly a market worth
developing for, and a market
and group of people worthy of
recognition.
Now I know that many out
there are in a “wait and
see mode”. I keep
receiving messages from
many of you that tell me
that there are 100's of
thousands of Amiga
aficionado who will
come forward once the
new products are out, and
I must say I agree. I
know that there are many
more out there waiting
before they commit to a
purchase. This I
completely understand as
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well. The issue immediately
before us is that we really
need to prove that there is a
market out there for Amiga
today, and that there will be
even more people tomorrow.
This promotion is about
bringing the Amiga family
back together again, reforming
the ranks if you will, and
preparing us all for the great
successes we can create
together, as we make the
necessary moves towards the
merging of the DE and OS
technologies in AmigaOS 5.0
and beyond. We are
committed to being able to
show that Amiga is a force to
be reckoned with in the
technology realm, and to
showing that there is an
opportunity for developers to
return to the Amiga platform
and start making money again,
with Amiga the platform and
Amiga the company.
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So yes, the promotion is
designed for fun. Yes, it is
designed to deliver a good
value for you, the members of
the Amiga Community. It is
also about providing proof to
the skeptics that Amiga is here
to stay and that we are a
market they need to recognize,
for which they should
develop, that this Amiga
Market would be worth their
investment of time, effort and
money. At the end of the day,
this is business, and business
is about providing a return for
all involved.
With all of the above stated, I
am going to change this
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promotion
somewhat,
to better
capture what
we are
determined
to achieve
with this
promotion,
the Amiga
and you. We
are going to
do
something
here that
will let
everyone
know that
we are part
of something
great and
significant.
Most of you have been here
far longer than I have and I
appreciate the fact that most,
not all of you, but most, have
adopted me into your family.
So in order to better
accomplish this goal, this
promotion is changing.
Now when you join the “I am
Amiga Club” for USD 50.00,
(EUR 50.00, or GBP 32.50)
you will receive a shirt
signifying your membership, a
coupon that can be used for a
USD 50.00 (EUR 50.00, or
GBP 32.50) discount on an
AmigaOne, or OS 4.0 (for
those of you who wish to run
this new OS on your existing
3rd-party PPC cards) you will
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also receive a newsletter, and
throughout the next 12 months
you will be the first to learn of
new products. We will work
together with Amigaassociated companies to offer
significant discounts and other
special promotions to the
Amiga Club members.
All of the rest of the
promotion still applies and all
members will be automatically
entered into the sweepstakes.
Here is how you may purchase
the promotion:
In my very USA-focused
approach (I apologize for that,
it won’t happen again) I did
not think through the process
of ordering the promotion
without a credit card. And for
those of you outside of the
USA, where so many of you
reside, you can now use Pay
Pal, and certain debit cards
that carry a credit card logo
may also be used or you can
also send a check, money
order, or bank check to:
Amiga, Inc.
I am Amiga Club
P.O. Box 887
Ravensdale, WA 98051 USA
Please include Name,
Address, and all of your other
necessary details for us to be
able to deliver the products to
you. Also, please include your
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E-Mail address, if you have
one.
By the end of the week, you
should also be able to
purchase this promotion
through your local Amiga
dealer. This will make it much
easier for all of you to
participate in the promotion
and order the items from your
local dealer. We will still send
you the certificate and the shirt
directly, but this may be easier
for many of you to participate.
Last Item: Extension of the
deadline!
We have been asked by many
of the dealers and many of you
in the Community to extend
the promotion deadline so that
more of you may participate.
Well, we agree and the
promotion deadline will be
extended to July 19th at
Midnight Pacific Time (0900
GMT July 20th). We will
update the numbers daily and
we are working to get others
to share the news with their
friends also.
Until we meet again, I look
forward to as many of you as
possible joining in letting the
world know that Amiga is
very real and is very much a
force that has yet to truly have
its time in the sun.
Every membership counts. If
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you have been sitting on the
fence wondering if this is
“another money-grubbing
idea,” You Are Wrong... What
we are really about is unifying
the community of Amiga users
and partners as we move
forward. We are dealing with
companies and vendors who
would like to believe that
there is a viable community
willing to spend money.
Amiga Inc. just has to be able
to demonstrate to them,
provably, that such a
community and such a market
exists. I hope that all of you
will join the Club and be a part
of that proof and history.
One more clarification: All of
you who have already
purchased the coupon are
automatically entered into the
club and will receive all listed
benefits.
So to summarize:

entered into the Club.
Amiga Club membership
includes a Shirt, A discount
coupon that can be applied to
an AmigaOne, AmigaOS 4.0
or a combination of the two. It
also includes a newsletter and
future product discounts on
other Amiga products and
Amiga associated products.
These will also include
AmigaDE related products
and those products that are
Amiga Enabled (more about
these in the newsletter).
Also the shirts will be
produced in more than one
continent, so that we can
expedite their delivery to you.
All items will be delivered
after the completion of the
promotion, and initial sign up
program.
So come on now: I know that

The AmigaOne is a PPC
Motherboard that will be
sold to dealers where you
may purchase the
product.
AmigaOS 4.0 will run on
the AmigaOne and other
Amiga PPC certified
products.
All people who have
purchased the coupon
will automatically be

Workbench
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there are more of you out
there. Lets make this happen
together.

customers looking for an
Amiga emulator on x86
platforms.

Bill McEwen, Amiga
President and CEO, said,
“Bernie has been a good friend
and partner to Amiga. I first
demonstrated a beta version of
http://www.amiga.com/index2.php Amithlon almost a year ago at
the Sacramento show. Even
or in Australia from Anything
then the quality of the product
Amiga Ph. 02 6582 7772 or
http://www.anythingamiga.com and its potential were obvious
to me. Since then it has
Bill doesn’t stop there with the become a more polished, a
clear reflection of the passion
new exec anouncement, he
and skills that Bernie brings to
also talks about Amithlon and
the table.”
a new licencing agreement
with Bernie Meyer.
“I have also been impressed
by the moral and ethical
Amiga, Inc. and
integrity that Bernie has
Bernd Meyer
displayed as he has partnered
announce licensing of with Amiga. Too often in the
past we have had to deal with
Amithlon 2.0
companies who would like
nothing better than to split the
June 23, 2002 - Snoqualmie,
Amiga community. Bernie has
WA and Melbourne,
always had the best interests
Australia - Amiga, Inc.
of the community at heart and
today announced the cross
has created a product that we
licensing of Amithlon 2.0.
can all be truly proud of.”

Editors Note

Just a short note to say the
$50.00 voucher is in US
dollars and you can buy it
online at

The agreement was made with
the author and the inspiration
behind Amithlon, Bernd
“Bernie” Meyer.
As part of the agreement,
Amiga will license Kickstart
3.1 and portions of Amiga OS
3.9 to be distributed as part of
Amithlon 2.0. In turn, Amiga
will actively promote and
license Amithlon 2.0 to OEM
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“It is with great pleasure that I
finally enter into a deal
directly with Amiga”, said
Bernie Meyer. “This new
version, to be distributed with
Amiga’s seal of approval,
provides customers with a
clear indication that Amithlon
is an actively developed
product with great prospects.
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This partnership will allow
users of Classic AmigaOS to
use their applications on
modern, affordable hardware.”
A demo version of Amithlon
2.0 will be available shortly
which can be downloaded free
of charge from the distribution
site here. The demo version
may be upgraded to a fully
functional version with a
simple keyfile, which can be
purchased online.
About Amithlon 2.0 The goal
of the Amithlon project was to
make AmigaOS 3.9 run on
commodity PC hardware.
Unlike other approaches to
this problem (UAE, Fellow),
Amithlon provides AmigaOS
with complete control over the
hardware. Hosted on a
specially modified linux
kernel, Amithlon’s CPU
emulation runs AmigaOS; All
access to graphics, sound,
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networking and interface
hardware is provided through
standard AmigaOS drivers.
Amithlon 2.0 is distributed as
a self-booting CD-ROM
image.
About Amiga: In 1985, Amiga
introduced the world to
Multimedia with the launch of
the incredible Amiga 1000, a
revolution in hardware with
dedicated audio and graphics
chips and a revolution in
software with the first 32 bit,
fully preemptive, multitasking
operating system. It then went
on to dominate the 1980s and
early 1990s, pioneering video
and animation and giving rise
to many of the top gaming
companies of today.
That tradition will continue
with the launch of the brand
new AmigaOne desktop
computer and its companion,
AmigaOS4.0, destined to set
new standards and
expectations in the world of
digital living. Amiga can be
reached on the web at
http://www.amiga.com.
About Bernd Meyer: Bernd
Meyer is a freelance software
designer with almost 20 years
of experience in professional
software development. He has
studied Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science in
Germany and Australia, and is
currently completing a PhD on
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Image Modeling at Monash
University in Melbourne,
Australia.
In 2000, two of Bernd’s hobby
projects got out of hand. One
turned into Glicbawls, a
category winner in the 2000
International Obfuscated C
Code Contest, the other into a
Just-In-Time compiler for the
Amiga emulator UAE,
providing it with much greater
emulation speed. In 2001,
Bernd further refined the JIT
Compiler for inclusion in
Amithlon.

Statement from Bill
McEwen, published
in issue 25 of 100%
Amiga magazine
(June 2002)
“Here is the situation. We
entered into contract
negotiations with
the Amithlon
team last year
around March
2001. At the
same time we
were approached
by H&P to enter
into license
agreement with
them for their
Amiga emulator
designed for use
with QNX. We
decided that it
would be best to
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not have two competing
products in the market place.
We negotiated in good faith
we reached terms and sent the
contracts.
To date we have NOT
received an executed contract
from H&P, nor have we
received any royalties due
Amiga. In December 2001
H&P was sent a cease and
desist notice on the sale and
distribution of these products
as they have no valid license
to distribute.
In fact we still have not
received the reports or
royalties from OS 3.9.
Once Mr.. Meyer of Amithlon
learned that his product was
being shipped without the
proper license from Amiga he
notified H&P to cease and
desist. They have not.
Mr. Meyer and Amiga have
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reached contract and
licensing terms, and I am
pleased to say that there is a
new version of Amithlon that
is legal and vastly improved
over what is currently
shipping. The price is much
more reasonable and
compelling for the end user,
and there will be a brand new
version out in the coming
weeks.

I hope this better helps your
understanding of the
situation.
Regards, Bill McEwen
President/CEO Amiga, Inc.”
100% Amiga web page:

I also heard the H&P product
Amiga XL (UAE for QNX)
infringes on the GPL licence it
is supposed to be released
under

http://www.100PercentAmiga.org

Editor’s Note
“As far as H&P is concerned
we have turned the entire
matter of both OS 3.9 and
OSXL over to our attorneys
and it is in process.”

OS 3.9. The issue being the
author of Genesis claims
H&P never licenced it for
inclusion in 3.9.

Haage & Partner also have a
long standing issue with the
licencing of the Genesis
TCP/IP stack included with

The waters are murky on a
number of Haage & Partner
dealings it seems. I hope they
realise the error of their ways.

Future Game
Sudden Strike is set in World
War II and offers carefully
planned Russian, German,
French, American and British
missions.
The developers have said that,
“The fantastic depth of the
game, the infinite tactical
possibilities and the excellent
game-play outshine anything
ever seen to date”.
The game features great maps
with up to a 1000 units in each
scenario. Units are composed
of all types such sniper/
explosive experts, submachine
gunners with grenades, tank
destroyers, assault guns and
armoured cars, Tiger, Panther,
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long-rage howitzers,
Katyusha rocket launchers,
trucks for transporting infantry
and towing artillery, aircraft
for landing troops, bombing
and reconnaissance, anti-tank
mines and more.
To add to the
realism there
are “real”
explosion
sound samples
used along
with realistic
gun
simulations.

and during winter and summer
seasons. In multi-player mode
there can be up to 12 players
and 4 teams. Sudden Strike is
without a doubt one of the
best-looking World War 2
strategy games I have ever
seen.

Scenarios can
be played out
in different
types of terrain

Workbench
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Amiga Zorro USB

We look to be inundated with
a plethora of USB cards for
Amiga atm..

c: which is started at boot
time.
Drivers are placed in DEVS:

Below is some information
about the new “Thylacine “
USB card from the developer
himself.

THYLACINE USB
The chipset supports USB1.1.
Unfortunately, the Zorro bus
will not be fast enough to
support USB2, so don’t expect
USB2 on Zorro2/3 Amigas. It
will not be possible.
The card is a simple card, with
a single USB type A
connector. If you want more
ports, a hub is fairly cheap
these days. I got mine for $35
from Jaycar. I’ve seen cheaper
ones.
The software supplied will be
the OS4 USB stack. This will
be a single executable in your
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There are two types of drivers,
self-starting and autostarting.
Autostarting drivers are
started automatically when the
stack detects it attached.
Examples are the hub driver,
mouse, and keyboard.

development as part of what
will come standard when OS4
is released. The stack that
comes with this card is from
that development and
compiled for 68k. It is not
something that is freely
downloaded, because it is part
of OS4.
One of the to do items also is
to have this card running for
Poseidon USB stack as well.

Self-starting drivers are
usbprinter.device,
usbscanner.device,
usbethernet.device, where
you’ll be able to specify in the
appropriate software package.

Robert Tsien
Thylacine Developer

There is nothing visible when
you boot up other than the fact
that you can use USB devices
in the appropriate applications
and there is no GUI

It can be pre-ordered at a
special price from
http://boing.net

Installation is easy, just click
on the install script.
The OS4 USB stack is under
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The “Thylacine” is Australian
developed and is almost ready
for production.

Visit Boing .net for special
pre-order pricing and delivery
dates.
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Auction Pics

Top: New toy. It even does
short Mpeg movies.
Top Right: Some of the gear
up for Auction.
Right: Crowded. The rooms
were pretty much chock a
block.
Bottom Right: John bought
it. He’s the guilty one ;-)
Bottom : Your AUG editor &
treasurer auctioning off gear.

July 2002
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Auction Pics

Top Left : Scott Bernie and your’s truly draw the winner
for the years hosting on Boing.Net.
Top Right: Money changes hands.
Left: A table full of Amiga items to buy.
Bottom Left: Lets negotiate....
Bottom Right: General Committee Member Merv.
Once again thanks to Craig & Michael for the meeting
pictures.
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Eyetech Z4 Amiga 1200 Tower Case AU$420.00
Eyetech’s famous A1200 tower conversion.

on your A1200. A necessary item for tower
conversions.

Maximus Amiga 1200 Mid Tower AU$320.00
Based around our AmigaOne tower this mid tower
case utilises a new fabricated rear panel that allows
fitting of your A12oo motherboard.

IOBlix High Speed Serial Port 1200S AU$81.00
High Speed Serial Port 1.5 mbps for Amiga 1200
computers.

Amiga 1200 Magic Pack AU$399.00 Brand new
Note:These packs are fully imported from our
supplier ...

Highway USB Controller AU$190.00
USB-Controller for Amiga Zorro-II/III Bus
Compatible with USB 1.1

EzyMouse PS/2 Adaptor AU$70.00
Mouse adaptor and software. Now you can use any
PC PS/2 mouse on your Amiga.

4 Way IDE Interface AU$49.95
Eyetech 4 way buffered IDE interface for A1200
and 600. Fit this device and use up to 4 IDE
harddrives

EzyKey Keyboard Adaptor AU$58.00
The EzyKey adaptor allows the use of PC keyboards

Blizzard 1230/50 A1200 Accelerator AU$250.00
Brand new boxed Blizzard 1230/50 Amiga 1200

ANYTHINGAMIGA (a division of Off The Planet Software) ABN: 19 696 132 131
Postal Address 19 Moonah Parade, Port Macquarie, New South Wales, 2444 Australia
Tel: +61 2 6582-7772 sales@anythingamiga.com http://www.anythingamiga.com
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AmigaDealers Victoria Western Australia
Amiga Innovations
CompRepair Pty. Ltd.
36 Tarella Drive Keilor Downs, 3038
Phone: (03) 8307 3260
http://www.computamagic.com/index.html
sales@computamagic.com

MVB Computer Supplies Pty.
Ltd.
508 Dorset Road, Croydon, 3136
Phone: (03) 9725 6255
Fax. (03) 9727 6766
gordon@ozramp.net.au

MC-1
7 Boyle Crt. Sunshine 3020
Phone: 03 9352 5544
Web: http://connect.to/amiga
Email: MC1@pobox.com

South Australia
G-Soft Computers Pty. Ltd.

Dwayne Osborne
PO Box 114 Osbourne Park W.A.. 6917
http://surf.to/amigainovations
sales@amigainovations.com
Phone (08) 9349 0889

Queensland
Don Quixote Software
PO BOX 786, Toowoomba, 4350
Phone: (076) 391 578

Synapse Computers
190 Riding Road, Hawthorne, 4171
Phone: (07) 3899 0980
http://www.uq.net.au/~zzjason

Keyboard Electronics,
(Ralph Down)
Unit 5/15 Pinter Drive,
Southport, Q'land 4215,
Phone (07) 5591 6188.

Shop 4/2 Anderson Wlk, Smithfield, 5114
Phone: (08) 8284-1266

New South
Wales,Canberra
Amiga Genius
Phil Eastham
Mobile: 0414 853 849

Desktop Utilities

See your local
dealer for
harddrives,
mice, monitors, OS
upgrades, roms,
software and
complete systems.

PO BOX 3053, Manuka, 2603
Phone: (06) 239 6658

Anything Amiga
19 Moonah Parade, Port
Macquarie NSW 2444
Phone: 02 6582 7772
Web: http://www.anythingamiga.com
Email: sales@anythingamiga.com
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AUG Contact Information
Coordinator
Assistant Coord
Treasurer
Secretary
Membership
Meeting Chair
Newsletter Editor
General Committee

Web Master
Disk/Book Librarian
.

Michael Green
Peter Margerison
Michael Mavracic
Tony Mulvihill
Michael Mavracic
David Myers
Tony Mulvihill
John Hopkins
Damien Stewart
Merv Stent
Barry Woodfield
Jim Lewis
Michael Green
Colin Roberts

9576 2291
9742 5190
9783 8503
0415 161 271
9783 8503
9417 7750
0415 161 271
5995 7304
9435 7836
9574 1416
9523 7854
0412 392 099
9576 2291
9889 1819

mfg@mfgreen.net
pmargerison@ozemail.com.au
leon71@optusnet.com.au
tonym@net2000.com.au
leon71@optusnet.com.au
davem@starnet.com.au
tonym@net2000.com.au
hoppy@bigpond.net.au
hypex@rabbit.com.au
merv@net2000.com.au
elbaz@hotkey.net.au
jim@jupiter.net.au
mfg@mfgreen.net
colroberts@bigpond.com

About The Group

Amiga Disk and Book Library

The Amiga Users Group Inc. is a non-profit
association of people interested in the Amiga
family of computers and related topics. We do
not support or condone software piracy. To
contact us
http://www.aug.org.au

AUG has a collection of Amiga books, magazines and
programs. Members can borrow for a period of one
month. The library is available at most meetings.

Membership
The AUG Inc. membership year runs from
August to August. If you are joining in:
August-September ............................$25
October-November ............................$21
December-January ............................$17
February-March
............................$13
April-May
............................$33
June-August
............................$29
Mail to.
Amiga User Group
PO Box 2389 Seaford Vic 3198

World Wide Web Access
The vast array of internet providers can make choosing a
provider for yourself a difficult task. The AUG can help
with advice and a helping hand with setting up your own
internet access.

Members Mailing List
The AUG moderates a members mail list at Yahoo
Groups. Help, advice or anything Amiga related can be
discussed.
http://yahoogroups.com/group/Amiga_Users_Group_Vic

The Dead Letter Department
The AUG's BBS run by Craig Hutchison has access to
all the latest AmiNet files as well as other goodies.
Registration is free to all members.
Phone: (03) 9571 7194

Meetings
The Amiga Users Group meets at the Moorabbin Arts
Centre Complex, 979 Nepean Hwy, Moorabbin (see
map) on the 3rd Sunday of each month from 2:00pm to
6:00pm. There is ample parking at the rear of the
complex off South Road. Meetings are held in either
Workshop 1 or the Sun Room. Ask at reception if you get
lost. Cost: $2.00. This is to cover some of the rental
costs.

Membership Form
First Name:....................................................Surname:...............................................................
Address:.......................................................................................................................................
Post Code:............................EMail:.............................................................................................
Phone (AH):.............................................Phone (BH):...............................................................
I have enclosed a cheque or money order as outlined in the table above. Once admitted as a member of tha Amiga Users
Group (Vic) Inc. I agree to abide by the rules of the association for as long as I continue to be a member.

Signed:

Date:

/

If joining by mail please allow 2-3 weeks for your membership to be processed.

Year of Birth:
Amiga models:
Where did you hear of the AUG ?:
Can you assist the AUG to provide services ?:
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(The following is optional)

Occupation:
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